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Agenda

• Hearing Basics
• Appellate Process
• Separation of Functions/Ex Parte 

Restrictions
• Issue of Interest – Yucca Mountain Status
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Hearing Basics
• Why - The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 requires that a hearing be 

held in certain circumstances, and provides an opportunity for a 
hearing in others.

• How - NRC hearings are administrative trial-type proceedings, 
governed by the Administrative Procedure Act and 10 C.F.R. Part 
2 rules.

• Who - NRC hearings generally are presided over by three-member 
panels, referred to as an “Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.”

• What – The Board will make a decision based on the adjudicatory 
record.  An aggrieved party may then file an appeal with the 
Commission (review is discretionary).
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Sections 185, 189, and 193 of the AEA require that a hearing be held in connection with (1) an application for a permit to construct a nuclear power reactor, (b) an application for a combined construction permit and operating license (COL) for a nuclear power reactor, or © an application to construct a uranium enrichment facility.  In addition, the AEA requires that an opportunity for hearing be provided in connection with various other types of proceedings (such as reactor operating license applications, license amendment applications, license transfers).  Essentially, an applicant or licensee wants to do something, and someone (an “interested person”) asks for a hearing.  A person must meet certain requirements – “standing”, which means that they have an interest that may be affected by the requested licensing action; and one or more “contentions” – a specific statement of the issue to be raised in the proceeding.  It must be, among other things, specific and material.  If a hearing is granted, in most cases you’ll see three parties – the Intervenors challenging the action, the applicant defending it, and the Staff (in most cases) offering its position as to whether the application should be granted, denied, or granted subject to conditions.  Where a hearing involves environmental issues, the Staff has the burden of proving that it reviewed the application consistent with NEPA and other applicable environmental laws (e.g., the ESA).  Otherwise, the applicant has the burden of proof.  The Board generally consists of two technical people (e.g., environmental scientist, health physicist, nuclear engineer), and one layer.  Each of these is an Administrative Judge and a full- or part-time member of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel.  The Board is the finder of fact and is essentially the Commission’s “trial court.”  the job of the Board is to compile a complete adjudicatory record regarding the matters in controversy upon which it is required to base its decision.  Most hearings are “oral hearings,” conducted in a trial-type environment (many sessions are held in the vicinity of the plant per Commission policy).  After compiling the record, the board issues decision.  (usual interim steps – pre-filed testimony, evidentiary hearings, post-hearing findings of fact/conclusions of law, etc.).The Commission may choose to review the decision.  Certain issues are appealable “as of right” (that is, review is not discretionary – these are the issues of whether a request for hearing should have been wholly granted or wholly denied, and certain appeals related to requests for non-public information).  Most appeals are discretionary.  The Commission may affirm the Board’s decision, reverse it in whole or in part, and can remand (send the case back) to the Board for further action.  A party unhappy with the Commission decision may appeal in federal court; in most cases this is to the court of appeals for the appropriate jurisdiction.  Circuit court rulings may be appealed to the Supreme Court (very rare).



Appellate Process
• Each adjudication before the Board is monitored on an ongoing 

basis.
• OCAA attorneys review Board decisions, appeals, and motions 

filed with the Commission.
• OCAA drafts a proposed decision (sometimes with options), and 

an associated Commission paper.
• OCAA consults technical experts from the NRC (if necessary), as 

well as the NRC Solicitor (in most cases).
• Commission adjudicatory decisions are affirmed via public 

Commission meetings.
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Work is entirely externally-driven.  Workload is influenced by any external or internal factor affecting the number of new adjudications (e.g., vacatur of the WC rule, NEPA/terrorism, number of applications docketed, laws expanding NRC authority, increase/decrease in enforcement actions, certain “big” license applications (e.g., PFS, what was anticipated with Yucca Mountain).Notably small concurrence chain; we can be very fast when needed.Explain format (a complete draft decision and associated paper.  Also discuss how OCAA handles differing professional opinions in the drafting process.Why are adjudicatory decisions affirmed?  The Government in the Sunshine Act requires the collegial agencies of the federal government, including the NRC, to open meetings of their Commissioners to public observation except where the subject matter falls within a specified exemption.  Affirmation sessions are scheduled to obtain a formal vote of the Commission on recommended actions that legally bind those the NRC regulates or have a significant legal effect on persons outside the Commission (usually, final rules or adjudicatory orders).At an “affirmation session,” the Commissioners affirm positions previously taken in the notation voting process.  They enable the Commissioners, in the presence of each other, to formally ratify votes previously cast by paper ballot.The act requires NRC to publicly announce, at least one week prior to each meeting, its time, place, and subject matter, and whether it is open or closed.  This is true of affirmations, also.  The agency can provide fewer than 7 calendar days notice of a meeting, provided that a majority of the Commission determines by recorded vote that “agency business requires” less notice.



Separation of Functions/Ex Parte Restrictions

• Separation of Functions Rule - Separates and restricts 
communications between (1) NRC employees 
participating in agency adjudications on behalf of the NRC 
Staff (“adversarial” staff) and (2) agency decisionmakers 
and those assisting them (“decisionmaker” staff).  

• Ex Parte Rule – Separates parties to litigation outside the 
NRC and decisionmaker staff.

• Restrictions protect the fairness of the adjudicatory 
process.  Parties to a dispute must know what information 
the decisionmaker has available to use (whether from 
outside parties or adversarial staff with a stake in the 
outcome).
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SEPARATION OF FUNCTIONS – In any Part 2 adjudicatory proceeding after a notice of hearing has issued, or the interested person/adjudicatory employee knows that a notice of hearing will be issued:“Adversaries” (investigators/litigators – those with a “will to win”) may NOT provide off-the-record advice to “decision making personnel” (e.g., OCAA, Commissioners or their personal staffs, administrative judges or their clerks/assistants, the General Counsel, and certain other OGC personnel).Decision makers may consult with other decision makers (e.g., OCAA may talk with Commission Staff or the Solicitor)“Everyone else” – such as agency technical staff, investigators, and attorneys not involved in the case, may consult with decision makers, BUT if they do, they must be appointed as Commission Adjudicatory Employees.  This is done by Order of the Secretary, and the determination generally is published in the Federal Register. See 10 C.F.R. 2.348.“Everyone else” who is NOT a Commission adjudicatory employee may advise or consult with “adversaries.”This rule does not apply to (1) status reports; (2) communications specifically permitted by statute or regulation; (3) communications made to or by adjudicatory employees in OGC regarding matters pending before a court or another agency; and (4) communications regarding  generic issues regarding the statutory responsibility of the agency that are not associated with a Part 2 proceeding.  Examples: rulemakings, congressional hearings on legislation; budget planning.Bottom line: information that informs the decisionmaker’s deliberations has to be on the record.  It also prevents later bias – an employee who worked on a portion of the SER cannot later serve as an advisor to a decision-maker, thereby ensuring that individuals responsible for making decisions are neutral (thereby again supporting fairness).



Status of Yucca Mountain Adjudication

– June 2008 – construction authorization application submitted; 
October 2008 – notice of hearing

– Litigation commenced and continued through 2011
– March 2010 – DOE filed motion to withdraw application; Board 

denied motion June 20, 2010 (LBP-10-11)
– September 2011 – The Commission announced it was evenly 

divided on whether to take review of, and affirm or revise, the 
Board’s decision (CLI-11-7)

– September  2011 – Board suspended proceeding (LBP-11-24)
– August 2013 – D.C. Circuit ordered the NRC to resume the Yucca 

Mountain licensing process using remaining NWF monies.
– Path forward (if adjudication is resumed): contested hearing and 

Commission review
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How far the YM adjudication got – DOE filed its motion in March 2010; as a practical matter the adjudication was suspended sometime after Day 150 in the Appendix D schedule – The Board and participants had begun to set discovery schedules, but no meaningful discovery had yet been conducted.Post-Aiken County activities involved three steps: safety review (complete January 2015), environmental review (complete – EIS supplement published May 2016), and construction authorization.  A decision on whether to authorize construction can only be made after (1) a hearing has been conducted on contested issues; and (2) the Commission has completed its review of contested and uncontested issues.  In August 2016, the agency announced that the documents formerly available on the LSN were publicly available in ADAMS.Path forward – contingent on funding and Commission direction.



QUESTIONS?
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